




[1857-07-20; drafts of letters from Joshua Sears to P. S. Crowell:] 
 [First page:] 

            San Francisco  July 20th  1857 
P. S. Crowell 
  Dear Sir 
   I had just finished up all My letters and while I was gone to the 
Post office Thos F Hall & Heman S  Kelly have been away from the Ship    
Three Boys had gone previously and sent a Lawyer down and Compel’d 
me to pay their Wages    I suppose that Encourages the rest to leave 
  I cannot immagine What it is they are leaving for    We have had very 
pleasant weather and Watch & Watch all the passage, and the best living 
that I have Seen in a Ships Forecastle, and they living by themselves get 
all that is left from the Cabin. 
  all the reason that I Know of is it is the Custom here for Every body to 
leave their Ships and they dont Want to be behind the times 
  I shall use Every inducement to get him back as I Shall be Very Sorry 
indeed to leave him here.   I think he is Very Easy led away 
            Your Obt Svt 
              Joshua Sears 

 [Next page:] 
P. S. Crowell 
 Dear Sir 
  I had Linnels Tr[---]us put on the Wild Hunters Fore & Main Top 
sail yards in Boston    but I find there is too much strain on the panel 
the Supporters being so much Fore & aft and the yards do not swing so 
Easy as with Howes Rig.   I would Reccommend Linnels Panel & Howes’s 
Supporter the Supporter to go in the Center of the yard underneath the 
same as Linnels and down to the old place in the forward part of the Top    
I have Measured from the hole in the forward of our Tops up to the 
underneath part of the Lower yards and find it only makes ¾ of an inch 
Difference in the rise & fall of the yards in having Clear round from one 
Side to the other     I think that if you should try it on your new Ship you 
would like it    do not get the middle yard to far from the mast    our is 6 
inches to far it is 18 inches off 
 I think it is best to have all 3 yards on a line when the Sails are Set 
           Your Obt Svt 
            J  Sears 
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